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Spiritual Potential: 
 

* Creates a diamond gateway – a mighty, individual channel to your Higher Self 
* Connects you with the multidimensionality of your Being 
* Activates your infinite Divine creative potential 
* Assists you in lightfully integrating your lost, unredeemed aspects (dissolving karma) 
* Assists you in integrating and activating your higher light and master aspects 
* You are able to create diamond portals of light through deep meditations anywhere on Earth 
* You may help other people to enter into the channel of their Higher Self 
* It activates your Diamond Light Body and your Diamond Light Vehicle 
* It connects and integrates you to the matrix of the Enlightened Ones and Avatars of all times 
* You will be directly and individually guided and trained by the Enlightened Ones 
* Helps you to transcend your ego consciousness 
 

The Diamond Angel’s Gate creates portals to the diamond plane, to the diamond temples of light and to the 
diamond portals in the universe. It will be adjusted individually by Metatron and the Enlightened Masters. 

 
Possible Uses: 
 

The Diamond Angel’s Gate is wonderful for individual meditations and light work. It also illuminates and 
harmonizes houses and buildings. 

 
Excerpt from the Channelling by Metatron El Shaddai and Lord Maitreya: 
 

This diamond gateway is an individual light tool vibrating in the diamond light frequency. It connects and 
carries the soul of light to the multidimensionality of its being, i.e., it will open a gateway to all aspects of its 
being, it will help you to redeem lost aspects or unredeemed aspects and also to integrate higher master 
frequencies or higher aspects of light. It also assists this soul of light in supporting other people as it opens a 
gate to the other seeking soul of light, to its Higher Self, in this diamond vibration at the desired plane. With 
the help of this gate the owner may also open further gateways in this universe thus enabling this soul of light 
to go on journeys – spiritual journeys – with ease and to gather Divine experiences and receive enlightening 
teachings. 
Therefore, it is always connected with my heart of light and the diamond temples of the Enlightened Ones of 
this universe, with our diamond matrix – the diamond matrix of the Enlightened Ones. This soul follows the 
diamond light path. 
 

Material: 
 

High quality, finely cut, faceted glass 
with lasered angel and coloured coating 
underneath glass pedestal 
 
Diamond energization and initiation 
 
Height: 6-7/8 in. / 17.5 cm  
Width: 4-3/8 in. / 11.0 cm  
Depth: 2.1/8 in /  5.0 cm 
 
Available in 2 colours: 
blue violet  
green pink 


